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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

'f we have a good map, we can use it for many purposes. W. get an ovoarview
of a landscape by Just lookirg at it. We can use the contour lines to ,et
an impression of the topography of a region (the relief), We can obtain a
different view of the relief by deriving sets of vertical cross sections with
height profiles. We can determine with some effort which connection between
two roints has the smallest maximum slope. W e may calculate which parts of
a terrain remain invisible from one or several look-out points. Considering
each point of a ridge as the apex of an angle, one side points vertica1ly
dovvards into the earth. The points where the other side touches ground
can oe derived, They line out a part of a terrain vhich will be in shadow
or quasi-shadov for a given "source." If a map contains reliable sub-wter
bottom contours, we may use it to find out at which part' of a long stretch
of beach certain predetermined conditions of beach slope are maintained, 'we
may derive skylines or horizons as seen not only from points at the surface
but also from a pilot in an aircraft flyig in some height over the terrain
of the map. All these and many more procedures, which may have significance
for a large host of civilian and military problems, are possible; the quality
of the result depending on the resolution and the accuracy of the map. - !f
we io not have a map but can send an airplane out to investigate a certain
terrain, the opposite task is given: we can transform what the pilot sees
Into a map; or we can get some answers to questions posed above directly from
the pilot in some form other than a map.

In most cases, such derivations require much time, often very much time, if
they are done by hand. -n order to speed them up, machine processing is
envisioned, and it is believed that as a base for it a digital presentation
of the terrain wil be necessax-y.

s.--* ar digital presentation may, then, be advantageous also fcr some
purposes applying relationships between three variables of any kind, e.g.,
laboratory results, environmental measuring results - all kinds of functions
which cannot be expressed in a closed analytical form,

The basic question to be solved for the provision of such a iigital presen-
tation of three-dimensional surfaces is given 1y the necessity to select a
system which requires a minimum amount of comp%ter storage, machine time
for the acquisition of the digital presentation, and minimum cot'er tine
for any procedures to which that presentation may then be applied - as
indicated by the listing of possibilities above and including the actual
generation of a map or some other form of dislay,

Apparently, a regular grid in Cartesian coordinates is the simplest a. prcach,
If we have the x, y, and z values of all points, we have the surface ccmpletely
assessed. The problem is that we never shall have all points so that we have
to decide how many we want to get. T'ring to implement his. e 4
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out that with every possible selection, ve shall have too many points in
some cases and too few in others, and both cases will generally happen
within the same study area. Consequently, we both use more comuter than
would actually be necessary and do not obtain the ont imm accuracy ,rd
resolution. Why is this so! Because most of the relations between three
variables which cannot well be expressed by a closed analytical form, are
of an irregular nature, :t follows that an irregular system is better fit
tan. the Cartesian with its extreme regularity. 'While this is clear, it
is by no means certain that such an irregular system ill not pose 'Insur-
mountable difficulties of other kinds,

The content of the present document is dedicated to a demonstraticn that
there are large difficulties, but that they can be overcome - with the
result that the "Triangulated irregular Xetvork" and the higher-level data
structures which are derived in connection -ith it, provide means to
digitize three-dimensional surfaces in a significantly more economic form,
called the "Geographic Data Structure."

To convey a simplified concept about a possibility to approach such a task,
we may envision putting a horizontal triangle under a hilly or mountainous
area of the earth's s'urTace, and locate the highest point (e.g., hilltop)
above it. We then get a triangular pyramid as the first rough approxima-
tion of the terrain. To refine it to a second approximation, we ask for
the highest (or lowest) point above (below) each of the three sides of that
p.rramid and in this way construct three additional triangular pyramids
on the original one. For a third approximation, the same procedure is
applied to the 3 x 3 = 9 sides of the additional pyramids and so on. - The
other approach leading to the higher-level data structures mentioned above,
starts from the natural features of the terrain, such as peaks, passes, and
pits, ridges and channels, breaks in the slopes, etc. and uses them for
terrain presentation in a digital manner,

In section 5.3.2., it is stated that the structure developed by the suthcrs
is especially well suited to be applied to systems which involve more than
three dimensions. It is predicted that the gain in economy by using this
structure is even increasing with the number of dimensions involved.

The present document has been ,ritten with the educated aan in mind who
has some knowledge about computers and about digital carthograthy, but its
essential contents shoul be understandable also if that particular ex;er-
tise is lacking. In its chapter V , applications of the systems to the
general purposes of digital modeling of three- or more dimensional surfaces
are discussed. The authors do not consider in detail applications to
problems in public life, civilian or military, which could be attacked by
this method. That is largely left to the imaginatlon of the reader, In
chapter 6, however, one special problem of particular interest to the
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sponsoring agency of the US. government is briefly indicated: a Coastal
Modeling System.

A study of the collection of abstracts of the indi idual chapters which
is following this Executive Summary gives information to decide on a more
careful i-vestigation of the whole docuent.

'Wrk is st'll in progress. :t has been demonstrated, however, that. the
large potential of the new method is indeed existing as predicted, and no
serious obstacles have been found. This new method, because of its
potential to significastly shorten all types of computer requirements,
opens up new avenues in the fabrication and application of maps, indeed
opens up a new field - "carthographic technology," with practical applica-
tions even now hardly predictable. It may also find revolutionary ways
in the treatment of other three- ;r more ii= sional varia:i4ns i4:. ohysizs, Sc-
physics, chemistry, biology, and other fields.

For the expert who wants to read more on the new system, Appendix I pro-
vides a list of other reports, Appendix II lists the Programs and sub-
routines which have been developed so far for this system. Appendices il
and ZV give some more technical details.
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ABSTRACTS FOR THE CHAPTERS I To 6

CHAPTER 1: GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

In order to lead the reader to a description of the new system, we
st't out with a comparison of it with the famiZiar type of the rec-
tangulcr, reqular grid. Tn this way, specific traits of the new system
cre easily recognized. After a generaZ comparison using the New York
Bight as the study object in section 1.1, that comparison is quantified
by applying a method originaZly developed for another study area -n
British Colwnbia (section 2.2). Precision, of course, plays an
essential roZe in each quantification; thus the precision of the sources
for the data used is discussed in section 2.3. Here, information is
provided on the accuracy requirements of geographic maps used as
souces for terrain digitizing; and the fact that digital terrain .odels
often are needlessly redundant is pointed out quantitatively.

CHAPTER 2: SAMPLING CONSTRAINTS AND METHODS OF PREPARATION
OF TRIANGULATED IRREGULAR NETWORKS

As pointed out in the preface, the ffhow approach" for terrain descriv-
tion .'rovides the cossibility to delineate the most important features
quickly and with little effort; the effort will increase if more etaiL
(higher resolution) is wanted. Basically, the same applies to -:he
Tri Zated rrregu ar Nretwork method. This is to be discussed :ater
in this document but will become cZear only if we first negotiate :he
fact that the degree of sophistication of the techniques applied in
scmpling and trianqulation wiz affect the accuracy of the 'ria lated
frregulZ' Network. That fact is discussed in this chapter 2. This
involves a discussion on data sources which have been used in the context



of this and similar methods. At the end, the iinortance of filtering
surface details with regard to the uZtimte :4e of the model is
e7 ained.

CHAPTER 3: MANUAL VERSUS AUTOMATED TECHN.OUES FOR THE
CREATION OF TRIANGULATED IRREGULAR NETWORKS:
INTUITION AND PATTERN RECOGNITION

in this chapter 3, the basic description of -he .rianguZated errgualr
Netzork is concluded by a discussion of the various methods to const-ruct
the TI fi-in other sources. ManuaZ, hybrid and some still naive auto-
mated techniques and their essential capabilities are described.

CHAPTER 4: HIGHER LEVEL DATA STRUCTURES AND TOPOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

A "second" data structure is developed so-to-speak "on top' of the
Triangulated Zrregular Network. h.is is done because the TIN alone
does not provide easy access to a data base - a problem if the data
base is large. - The second structure, basically a r dge-and-channel
structure, represents the surface in its general features, and serves
as a kind of directory into the surface. It is discussed in this
chapter 4 together with methods for the extraction of the surface
features (ridges, channels; peaks, pits, passes; slopes, breaks, flats).

CHAPTER 5: APPLICATIONS OF THE TRIANGULATED IRREGULAR
NETWORKS

In this chapter 5, application of the total Gecgrcaphic Data Structure
(GDS) and/or of its parts, the Triangulated Zrregular Vetwork (TIN) and
the Higher Level Dat Structures are discussed. UYnder a1.pication" is
understood an application for general purposes of digital modeling
(including extraction, calculation tasks, display, etc.) of three-
dimensional surfaces. - The authors do not deal with any detailed des-
cription of problems in public life, civilia or ilitar , which can
et be aproached by diital methods of this kind; only some hints are

given in ohis regard.

CHAPTER 6: FUTURE RESEARCH

In this docwnent, tasks which are now being imp emented are mentioned
several times. Work in the near future will, of ccurse, concentrate on
these. The ne.t atop is intended to bring the GDS cZoser to actual tasks
in the coastal enviroriaent if suitable bases for such tasks can be fcwtd.
It is assumed that as a result of further discussions - in ,cYrticuar
scme based on the content of chapter 5 - further development tow-c.rds
specific -aplications will Be required.



PREFACE

Abstract

Expression of re ationshijs between 3 Car more) criabZes in -or of
ni'mbers of other mathematicaZ ex-vressions is a modern requiremen; for
adequate forms of transmission, storage, dispZay and calculation of various
types of information, e.g., on terrain. A man describing a Landscape is
using an approach which is different from that used by a machine trans-
mitting a map of that Landscap.e. A new system of digital represen~aion
of thee-dimensionaZ surfaces is being described which attempts zo combine
the advantages of those two aproaches. tt looks ccmvlica-ed a- first
glance but it is more economical than the systems row in use. in addicicn
to providing a better method to digitize ecgra.hicai topogra, y, it cn,

in principle, be applied to any relation between three varibleso

Sim.le (or complicated) mathematical relations between three (or -ore)
variables are best stored in analytical form by writing down in an equation
what the function _P in the relation z = f (x,y) exactly is. From that
analytic storage graphical displays can be derived (manually or by computer)
in several different forms; eg. as a tr.ly three-dimensional relief made of
plaster, cardboard, etc., as a contour map, as a series of cross-section
profiles, as a hologram, as a series of "pictures." Also, from the analy-
tical form, calculations can be made to provide answers to specific questions,
e.g. what are the maxima and minima of one variable (e.g. height in terms of
other variables e.g. location); the steepest slopes; the largest areas
x, y with no variation in z larger than a given threshold; the whole surface
area or the volume under a certain z value within a given x and y range, and
so on4

--f relations between three (or more) variables cannot be rep:esented with
desired accuracy by any analytical axpression, the storage, display and cal-
c-ulation problems become more severe,. This is sometimes the case "i"-.
results of laboratory experiments, and is mostly so with data from observa-
tions and measurements in the field, To give Just one examtle for the lat-er
case: the variation in time of a temperature zrofile in the atmcsmhere:
T= f(h1t).

The best known case i s, of course, that of the geographic surface, the
topcgrarhy or orography of the Earth. ithout forgetting about the v.der
aspects indicated in the preceding paragraph, we shall concentrate in this
document on these aspects of digital cartography, Naively, we may envision
two possible approaches to this problem. If a man stands on a mountain and
is asked to describe the topography of what he sees through a telephone, he
probably ill start saying that he sees - for example - three large moun-
tains in such and.such directions and so and so distances, which have the
height a, b, and c. If that information is sufficient for the listener at



the other end of the telonhone line, our =an has o..e his lob. :f i. is
not, he .- il continue by saying, for exar-le, -han between hi and mcunnal:: A
there is a hill -and he will say where it is and hcw".igh and, than is
wanted, which form it has. And so it goes on, until the listener 'as all
the ir- -. ation he needs. Let's call this, for the moment, the 'hi.uan
approach."

The other approach 'e cal the "gid approach." It w-il probably be used by
somebody who has a contour mam in front of hi and has been given a, task to
devise a machine which would transmit all the infornation or a carefully
defined part of the infcr.ation contained in the =an via a telegraph line to
another =achine which reproduces the maz at satlocation. Ms
probably, this =an would look at the map and then, depending on the detail
shown and the resolution deemed necessary, dpfine basic distances
x n . xn and y " Y- l, and then have the z- values of each of these cri -

points telegraphed to the other machine. Once the mesh-width of this grid
has been deterne. and the resolution for the =-values resolved, there is
only one set of infor-ation, independent of what the =an using the dist-
machine actually wants.

Obviously, both anproaches have their advantages and disadvantages. :t is
the purpose of this dcc~ent to give a general description of a nev systez
which tries to keen the advantages of both the "h.an" and the ." and

to avoid their disadvantages. As might be execned; thi s -' not a eas-.
task, and the description of the work perfored to achieve it is e-e.rhing
but naive. it is, however, worthwhile because it turns cut that ";ith the
mew system the actual operations of acquiring the data, of perforn=g cal-
culations -ith the=, and of displaying the info--aticn in various frs,
are significantly less demanding in comuter ti--e and storage space - and
that is what counts.

In the following paragraph, the new system is su1!ariy," described. The
tex.t of the docu-ent then re--rts on the system, discusses appli..;ins,
ponders future research in a languae which should be easily t
to the geogranher 4ith some experience in digital apping Four anendi:es,
finally, list previous renorms and enlarge on various aspects.

The Geographic "ata St.cuttre (or GS) is a g--v-.ca i.f.rati.. 3:
which differs .7Zon mcsr eziatir. qust-s ::, ;he structe of i - -
and of most o its -cnipaiation rcutires. The 'csis c' the struc':a'c -s a
Triangulated irregiar _- e7.xrk (717:) tf regri-dat :iu i i
their ncighbor~ood rcations czicit7 storcd z..ith te c pint cocrdi,:atzs.

This a.rnemt aZcs~ for c highZy e=ib7e .--" , oo s: rfacs
varying ccae, size, and _c.--,xity. A secc- structee, :asnd n :he
et72.Cturlak a Cint . :'.Cnc of the surface (:ea. -: 7.:sses, r- 7ge
liri3 d .a?- Zoree-i , ij ae:'ecnec as a a na~.:aticn o: a id
into the first d:ta base.
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Abstract for Charter 1

Zn order to Lead the reader tO a de=s-vtion of the new system, we start
out with a comprison of it with the faniZiar type of the rect=nguZc=r
reguZar grid. In this way, specific traits of the new system re easi-yrecognized. After a generaZ comparison using the New York Bight as the
study object in section . , that compaison is qantified by appLying
a method originalZy developed for another study 'ea in British CoZumbia
(section 22). Precision, of course, pZas an essentiaZ role in each
quantification; thus, the precision of the sources for the data used isdiscussed in section 1.3. Here, information is provided on the accuracy
requirements of geographic maps used as sources for terrain digitizing;and the fact that digitaZ terrain models often are needZessy redundant is
pointed out quantitatively.
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1: GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

1.1: A Com.arison of the '-= and Regular Grid vi.a an Examle

in order to visually test the "featre" representation and recognition
capabilities of the GDS, we have taken as an example the topograpby of the
sea floor near Nev York City (the"Wew York Bight" area). We have repre-
sented this area by a regular square gr d of 22 by 23 points (5c6 points,
Figurs 1), and by a TN of only 31 poits ( a 16.3 : 1 ratio; Figire 2). :"
has been found (see section 1.2) that for some geomorphological measure-
ments 14 points of a regular gr±d are needed instead of one point in the
Triangulated Irregular fetvark CT=r) to achieve the same accuracy (Mark,
1975). Sowever, for an accurate representation of terrain features, the
ratio has to be higher. The principal "feature"' of this surface, the
Hudson submarine canyon, is clearly represented more adequately in the
display based on the TIN. In a regular grid, a mch higher density of
points than the 22 x 23, would be needed to "capture" the canyon's
smoothly curving form. A comparison of the contour map of the triangulated
irregular network (TI=) (figure 4) and the contours of the regular grid
(figure 3) shows that the regular sampling regime of the grid creates pits,
closed contours, along the floor of the canyon. These do not exist on the
original map from which the data were taken. Also the regular grid misses
some of the shoreline features such as Sandy Hook and Breezy Point.
Furthermore, a regular grid requires that the density be increased through-
out the data area to the level required at the smallest feature of interest.
In the GDS (Geographical Data Structure), the sampling density is adapted
to the local complexity of the surface. In the TIN system, each recorded
point requires more storage space and pre-processiZ8 time, because the
TI has to store the x and y coordinates of the point as well as the
numbers (labels) of its neighbors, whereas the regular grid only stores
the z coordinate. Thus, the storage requirements of the TIN in this
example are about 5/8 rather than 1/16 those of the grid. Still, the T-7
is clearly superior while requiring less storage.

Within the Geographic Data Structure, the sample points are organized ir--o
triargular facets which cover the study region. This constitutes the TZN,
the Triangulated Irregular Network. The surface-specific poin-ts, peaks,
pits, passes, and points along significant breaks of slope form the core
of the data points. Additional points are chosen so that the planar facets
of the resulting triangles closely match the terrain that is digitized (see
section 3.1). The triangles are not explicitly stored, rather the links
between points on edges are stored. Storage by triangle requires for each

GDS: Geographic Data Structure (see last paragraph of t.he ?reface).
TI: Triangulated L-regular Xetvork
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triangle 3 pointers to adjacent triangles and 3 pointers to the component
nodes, which is a total of 6 pointers per triangle. For a triangulated
surface composed of N points, of which 3 are on the boundar- of the
region, there are 2N - (3 + 2) triangles, from Euler's relat on. There-
fore, storage by triangle requires approximately 12N pointers for a data
set with N points. :n a T?, the data structure stores for each point the
labels of all points which are linked with the point by an edge of a
triangle, clockwise from the north. This organization defines the relative
locations of the sample points and the triangplar facets. Specifically,
the set of points vhich are linked to a given point are termed its "eigh-
bors" (?eucker and Cbian, 1975). Since the average nuber of neighbors
per point in a T-Fl cannot exceed 6 (Peucker, 1973), the expected number of
pointers in a T= of N points is at most 6N. Thus the representation
method we have chosen, by lizks to neighbors, is twice as spice-efficient
as storage by triangles.

Within the faliar format of the regular, rectangular grid, the neighbor-
hood relattonship is expressed Implicitly in the structure of the grid
itself. A point at position (Z,J) in the grid has orthogonal neighbors
at ((-l,J1, (,J-), C,J+I), and (:.+,J), and diagonal neighbors at
(I-1,J-1), (, (I+l,J-l) and ( +i,J+I). "his is a topological
relation that captures the connections between the elements of the digital'
terrain model (DM). - Since the relative position of the points in the
sample are not determined by a given spacing as in the rectangular grid,
the Trianrulated !rregular Network (TO) does not suffer frm a d rectional
bias (see section 5.0).

1.2: quantification of the Coatarison

As Boebm, (1967, p 4i) so correctly pointed ou-t, "one ca-nct discuss the
relative efficiencies of tabular representation methods without reference
to the problem being solved". The only detailed study' which has quantita-
tively compared the performance of a TM, with other representation methods
(specifically, regular grids) used as the "problem" the es-Imation of a
selected set of geomorphcetric measures. Mhs work is reported in detail
in Mark (1975), anl will be outlined briefly here. The research involved
the estimation of topo raphic local relief (H), which is the lifference in
elevation between the highest and lowest points in a terrain sample;
average land slope (g), the mean tangent of surtace gradient (the rector
of steepest ascent): and the "bypsometric Integral" (:), a measure of the
relative land-mass volme enclosed by the land surface (related to average
elevation). Six 7 by 7 km study areas fro differing terrain types in
southern Brltish Col~bia were selected and digitized from topographic
maps (l:50,CC0 scale; 100 foot contour interval) using both 500 m grids
(15 by 15; 225 points) and TIN's (01 to 142 points: mean-!h). The .-nber
of points in the T='s was adapted acccrding to terrain variability cr
"9rougessW. Each of the parameters mentioned Lbove vaS estimated for
each area frm each data base, and also manua.Zy frm the maps usizg
"standard" analysis procedures. Table 1 (Appendix =11) suarizes the

" : 1. e r r -. 5



results. Slope (g), and to some extent the hypseetric integral (),
represent "average surface properties", and the point ratios for these
(1411 and 8.4:1, respectivelyl may represent -he overall average surface
precision. local relief (F), however, depends on points more or less
Zoinciding with the tr'ie extreme points of the terrain, and as such
represents the problem of recognizing valleys, ridges, and other specific
features. The 287 :i point ratio for this paremeter agrees roughly vith
the visual impression of surface feature recognition in the New York
3ight example, since a 287:1 ratio would involve grids roughly 4 times
as dense (16 times as many points) as those used. It was our visual
Impression that such a density increase would be needed to properly
portray the Hudson submarine canyn.

1.3: Precision of the ReAglar Grid (esecally A A DM's)

The source from which height data are obtained is critical, since no
DIN can have a higher level of precision than its source. Since most
D's are currently compiled from topographic contour maps, it is in
order to consider briefly the precision of such sources.

The accuracy standard for U,S. topographic maps requires that plotted
points (including contours) =ist appear within 1/50" (0.5 =) of their true
positions. If this represents a 900 confidence limit (and such a limit is
explicitly stated for vertical accuracy of these maps), the root-mean-
square (r.ms) horizontal error of a 1:250,000 map may be up to about T6 m
(250 ft). Taking an average ground slope of 10% (see Wood and Snell,
1959), this horizontal shift could result in a height rms error of
7.6 m (25 fAt). This is the vertical accurwacy standard for a point which
appears to be actually on a contour, regardless of the contour interval.

When estimating arbitrarily-located points from a contour map, inter-
pola.tion error must also be considered. iRere, the U.S. standard calls for
9C% of points to be within 1/2 the contour interval (i) of their true
heights (after the above horizontal shift). Taking & 10C ft (30.5 m)
contour interval (a rather conservative figure for the map series in
question), the rms contribution of interpolation error would be C.30 i,
or 9.1 a (30 ft). The total map ?recision is thus the root-mean-
square of these two values, or 11.9 m (39 ft). No D4 derived from -the
U.S. 1:250,COO series ccu.ld correctly claim an average height ;rec-sion
less than this value (except for those derived from the very few maps with
a contour interval less than 100 ft).

The height precision of a regular grid DVM depends upon the relation between
the grid spacing and the characteristic wavelengths of the terraim (see
Nkkarovic, 19 2). This procedure breaks dovn the terrain into a series of

4.: Digital Terrain Model, see near end of section 1.1, above
kL: ez'ense Xirci Aprc~r, 'Wz, Z-cr, 3



Fourier components, ad relates these to the grid spacing (d). It is an
over-simplification, but nevertheless a useful approximation, to propose
a linear relation between d and the error introduced by the grid spacing
(see the samping theorem, below; see also Mark, 1975). A stud7T which
tnterpolated regular grids from digitized contours (Gottschalk and
Seubauer, 197k) [as does the Defence Mapping Agency (DMA)) claimed that
a 50 m grid introduced a -ms height error of 3.5 m (presubly assuming
the contour heights to be "accurate"). This, coupled with the linearity
assumption above, assumes that grid rms error is approximately 7% of the
grid spacing (for an interpolation algorithm similar to the DMA's
1:250,000 DIN series), and to get the total DVq precision, this must be
combined with the contour height accuracy (see above). If we equate
total grid precision to total map precision, we find that the grid spacing
must be 4.29 times the contour interval. Any grid spacing less than this
would clearly imply redundancy, since it would appear of being capable
of giving a precision higher than that of the source map (which is impossible).
The DMA grids have a grid spacing of 63.5 m; this would be sufficiently
dense to capture all the theoretical precision of a map with a contour
interval of 50 ft or about 17 m (rare in the 1:250,000 series) have half
the required spacing (hence 4 times as many points) for a 100 ft interval,
and about one quarter the spacing (16 times as many points) as for the
more typical 200 ft interval. It may therefore be concluded that most of
the DMA grids are highly redundant in terms of apparent average height
p.recision, Mark (1975) found that one surface-specific point in a T=-
could "represent" about 14 grid points for estimating measures such as
average slope (see above); after removing grid redundancy, our TIN's should
be able to represent 1:250,000 map sheets with abcut 20,000 points, compared
with some 4 1/2 million points in the DMA grids.

'With T= DV.'s, precision depends upon how closely the triangles apprcxima-e
the surface (see Mark, 1975, p. 184; also Mark and Peucker, 1975). This in
turn depends upon the height accuracy of the points (see above), the
spacing of the points (i.e., the "size" of the triangles), the selection
of the points (i.e. the sampling of the surface), and the -ay in which they
are connected (the triangulation). Of these, the last t-o seem to be the
more imprtant. More work is needed to quantify these relationships,
which appear to vary ith the triangulation procedure used (see below).

DA: Defense Mapping Agency (Washington, D.C. USA)
DTM4: Digital Terrain Model
T=: Triangulated Irregular Xeterk



2, SAMPLING CONSTRAINTS AND METHODS OF PREPARATION

OF TRIANGULATED IRREGULAR NETWORKS (TIN)
2.1: Properties of Representational Methods ....... page .22

2.2: The Sa .pliag Theerm . ....... ........................ .

2.3: Stuface Storage by ?o ly-_omia1 Patch Systems ...... 23

2.4&: What are .Relevant Fea es ...................... a

Abstract -,or Charter 2
As pointed out in the Preface, the *'nman approach for terrain des-

cription provides the possibility, to delineate the most important featuraes
quickly ard with little effort; the effort will then increase if more
detail (Ahigher resolution) is wated. &sicaZZy, the sane applies to the

Triangulated Irregular Network method. This is to be discussed later in
this document but will become clear only if we first negotiate the fact
that the degree of sophistication of the techniques a=.ied in saling
and ;rangulZation will affect the accuracy of the friangutar Irregular
Network. That fact is discussed in "his Chavter 2. his involves a
discussion on data sources which hae been used in -he contxt of this and
simiLar methods. At the end the importance of filterirg surface details
with regard to the ultimate use of :he model is _.lained.
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2.: SAMPLING CONSTRAINTS AND METHODS OF PREPARATION OF TIN'S

Digital terrain models based on trangul ated ifreglar networks (T1 's)
are not restricted to any particular source, scale, or method for establish-
ing the triangulated net. As vill be outlined later, the local sampling
density for data points is dependent upon the desired resolution for the
digital terrain model and the local surface roughness. The sophistication
of the sampling and triangulating techniques in recognizing the izportant
features on the surface, however, has a direct effect upon the efficiency
of a triangulated irregular metdwrk in accurately representing the surface.
We shall attempt to review the issues involved in the capture and str-cturing
of data for Digital Terrain Models in general and discuss the various data
sources and techniques used by the authors of this report and the methods
used by other researchers in the context of similar systems,

2.1: Properties of Representational Methods

There are several properties which any technique for the representation of
surfaces should have. These become critical when evaluating the performance
of methods which purport to have advantages with respect to data compression
and manipulative ease.

First, the method must, to within a specified accuracy, preserve any analytic
measures of surface behavior required by the purpose for which the model is
created. Typical analytic measures might be average slope, average height,
and various other surface measures such as those used in the quantitative
example above (section 1.2). Also in this category are the conventional
measures of surface roughness.

Second, the technique should capture all of the relevant features of the
surface. That is, no relevant behavior of the surface should be lost due
either to smoothing them away or to sampling errors. (This is equivalent
to the "surface feature recogniticn" problem aluded to in section 1.1,
above).

Third, and perhaps of most relevance for data compression schemes, is the
requirement that the representation technique be able -to diferentiate
between the noise and the information in its data source. That is, the
technique should be m=Iune to input noise but at the same time be able to
eliminate internal redundancy in the representation.

The first t-m criteria are not equivalent. For illustrative purposes,

let ustexamine these problems in more detail.

2.2: The Sammling Theorem

According to Shannon's sampling theorem (Shannon and Weaver, 19h9) in order
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to detect the Fourier component with wavelength lambda of a phenomenon
distributed along some dimension, a sample spacing less than or equa2. to
one half Lambda is necessary. This theorem tlaces an absolute lower
bound on the number of observations necessa.y to represent a surface whose
details are not already known. Once the modeler has decided on the upper
bound on the size of phenomena which he is willing to let escape, he has
also dete--mined the maxim= allowable size of his sample spacing. This is
a general result which cannot be avoided.

By making astptions as to the continuity of the surface and the continuity
of some of its derivatives, the surface may be smoothed between the sample
points by any of a large selection of fitting techniques. While these
smoothing procedures may, by the theoretical validity of the assumptions
behind them, refine the overall precision of some of the analytic measures
of the surface, they will nonetheless be unable to detect features of size
less than twice the characteristic sampling distance of the original data --
they do not add any new information to the model. Thus, these methods are
not really very suitable for compressing the representation of arbitra-r
data surfaces. By way of reiteration, let us repeat that the sampling
theorem dictates the density necessary for regular sampling, and that polygon
interpolation routines cannot add any information about the surface. This
is not to say that the fitting of sampled data points to theoretical models
of surface behavior will not be able to predict features betveen data
points; rather, in the absence of such a theory, curve fitting alone will
not yteld additional information.

The sampling theorem implies that any efficient model of a surface must
start from a sampling dense enough to detect the shortest wavelength
phenomena needed by the purposes of the model; any data compression must
start from this basis.

2.3: Surface Storage by Polynomiadl ?atch Systems

One approach to data compression in the context of a polynomial patch
system is that of Jancaitis (1975) and his associates. Their Weighting
Function nter polation Technique (-T) and its contouring program CONSAC
have been used for data compression, smoothing, and display of data
digitized by the UNAMACE Scanner of the U.S. Army. They use a least squares
procedure to fit a polynomial aptrcximation of predetermined degree to a
set of neighbors wich are centered on a set of predetermined sample points
regularly distributed over the model. They then interpolate these patches
using a polynomial weighting scheme. Because of the problems in dcg least
squares fits to higher order polynomials, the original. atch approx-4-Aticns
which are fit are "planars" (that is, their equations have terms in xY as
well as X and Y, but none of higher order). To produce ctntinuity.r in both
elevation and its first derivatives, the weighting pClymomial is of third
degree. The plane is covered by the product of the first degree apprcxinat-i-ns
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and the third degree weighting functions. This results in a fourth
degree polynomial patch as the final apprcximation.

This technique has more than a m:11 response to phenomena of wavelength
less than tvice the patch size, but it still does not adequately
represent them,. The cause of this difficulty lies in the fact that the
least squares procedure is only fitting a planar to the local surface.
Any phenomenon deviat ng from this form in the region of approximaticn
Is regarded by the least squares process as an error or as nolSe, the
effects of which should be minimized. This wi"l be covered in more
detail in & paper now being prepared by Fovler. The authors of that
system Jancaltis, 1975 have responded to this problem by designing
an bditor' a progrm which superimposes manually detected and defined
features on the output of the polynmial patch model.

One must therefore take one of three courses: one can surrender to the
aforementioned problem globally and thus have to chcose a grid or
patch size which will capture the shortest wavelengths desired. Alter-
natively, one could t-r to fit higher order functions to patches (e.g.
the Jancaitis technique of fitting cubic polynomials, or localized
Fourier transformsT. Perhaps the most viable technique, though, vould
be the use of a data cc=pression technique which adaptively and locally
increases the sample density in regions of high frequency. The triangu-
lated irregular network is one such approach.

2.41 What are Relevant Features?

The definitions of *relevant feature of the surface" and of "adequate
prese-wation of the surfaces-mesuements* depend on the ultimate use
of the model and must be determined under consideration of that use.

There are lessons to be leared frcm the "rld of ccnventicnal cartography.
For instance, aeronautical charts are typically made at relatively small
scale because aircraft navigation purposes have l-ittle need for detailed
topography. T7hey do include, however, enncements of the topography in
the detailed attention ;ald to the location cf prominent towers, cable
spans, and radio beacons. At the other extreme are the site plans _rawn
for civil engineering purposes in which every detail of the site may be
located to within a few centimeters. Nautical char-.s for coastal regicns
may contain very detailed bath'metric detail but only crude representa-
tions of the landforms inland. The coastline itself, though, is enhanced
through the inclusion of the land-based aids to navigation and extra
detail at particularly distinguishable features such as cliffs, towers,
rocks, and wrecks, The manual cartographer, knowing the scale and the
purposes for which his map is intended, thus enhances those details
important for that use and deletes non-pertinent detail. Likewise, the
designer of an automated terrain model should consider the purposes of
the model and should consider the use of filters -hich will treat insign.i-
flcnt detail as noise.
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3. MANUAL VS. AUTOMATED TECHNIQUES FOR THE CREATION

OF TIN'S: INTUITION AND PATTERN RECOGNITION-
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3,2: A Taire Approach to Comnlete Autoation of
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In? this~ the 3asic 2esct ior of the Trianculated lr--egu.i.ar
.Vetzork method is concluded y a discussion on the vcrious .7ethods
to obtain the = . from other sources. Manual, hybxrd and some stiZz
naive atomated techniques and their essential capabi'ities are
described.



3.: MANUAL VS. AUTOMATED TECHNIQUES FOR THE CREATION

OF TIN"S: INTUITION AND PATTERN RECOGNITION

3.1 Manual Methods

Manual selection of the points and links which constitute the
triangular network is one of the most obvious and accessible methods
of creating a TMT. Besides the surface specific -points and lines,
other points and edges must be chosen so that the resulting tringl.ar
facets in the netvark fit planar or nearly planar regions. Once the
surface has been covered with these triangles, the T'N is converted
to machine riadable form. This method relies upon the intell-igence
and image processing abilities of the manual digitizer to decide what
constitutes a feature of interest and what constitutes an adequate
representation of the form of the surface for analytic purposes.
Because of the extremely high performance of human operators in image
processing tasks, our manual digitizations remain the standard by
which to evaluate other more automated methods.

Manual sampling and triangulation techniques are currently used in a
production oriented terrain modeling system: W.E. Gates and
Associates (1974), in the ADAPT system, use a manual method In which
the tr±angulation of the topographic surface is compared with the
original surface as well as the surfaces of other data items for the
same area. It is recursively tuned until each triangle represents a
sufficiently planar region in each dimension of a multivariate data
space, This lata base is then used as the basis for a model of
hydrologic systems. Because of the feedback between the mcdel1 and the
user, areas which have been found to be inadequately digitized to begin
with may be refined to a more detailed triangular net without affecting
the digitization of the remainder of the model. Thus, this process
insures that phenomena of high spatial frequency will be captured while
minimizing redundancy in areas of low frequency.

It should be noted that existing contour maps and their machine read-
able equivralents are secondary data sources. As such, the digitization
of terrain models from these sources will necessarily propagate the
errors in these sources (described above, section 1.3). To minimize
this problem, it would be preferable to use prima-r data sources in
constructing a system. Since most of the recent topographic data is
in the form of aerial stereo imagery and is compiled by human operators,
manual sampling and tri~anguation is conceptually feasible by outfitting
a stereo plotter with a real time stereo display of the triangulated
net supertmposed upon the stereo model.

-ria-n.gula- ed :rre x .,e-wcrk



3. aiete Approach :o C ete Automation of :riargulation

At the opposite extreme from the use of the human image processor is the
:reation of the triangulated surface from a set of arbitrarily samDled
points on the surface. In fact, -he points may noat be really sampled in
-a ruly random fashion, but as far as :he triangulation algorithm is con-
erned, they appear to be. Methods of this type have only -he oordinates

of the poizts from which to work. This oaxadigm for triangulation is
zonceptual.y simple and has been used in various forms by us and by. other
researchers.

3ecause the only information needed for each data point is its coordinates,
the input data can come from a very wide variety of sources with relatively
little data preparation. This rather blind approach is the only available
=ethod when data sources such as well logs, bathymet.ri: soundings, or
truly random samples contain only the coordinates of the points. :n other
cases, it is simply convenient to ignore at this state any additional
information one may have.

The concept of this approach is that some triangulation procedure is to
digest the collection of unconnected sample points and by one of several
algorithms connec, them into a "good" triangulation. In this approacn,
the triangulation produces no further compaction of the data. All data
points are used. Fu_=-hermore, there is no reference to the differing
information content of the data points, nor is there any consideration of
the fact that some subsets of the points are representations of features
on the surface, and therefore have an implied ccrnectivity. in that
sense this approach is naive.

We must define what we mean by a "gcod" triangulation. 7itimately, the
evraluation of a triangulation as "good" must be that it best represents
lhe surface using some fixed amount of resources. or that it adequat ey
represents the surface with a minimal amount of storage. 3oth of these
criteria rely on a comparison of the model with the original surface.
Because this azoroach to triangulation does not have the means to make this
comparison, since the only data a'va4''able are the sample poin=s, some other,
internal definition of a "good" triarnuulation is necessary to evaluate
these algorithms. By the same reasoning, it is improbable that this method
will produce a "good" triangulation in the -wider sense of fidelity to the
surface, especially when compared to the more sophisticated techniques.

he minimin weight triangulation chooses 'he trangles so that the total
length of the edges in the graph is minimized. In this calculation, only
the projections of the points on the x-y plane are considered, so the
resulting triangles do not necessarily correspond to the surface. This
approach has been proposed by some authors to produce an "optimal' tri-
angulation (Shamos and Hoey, 1175'. . h optimality appears to refer on'
-o the minimization of edge length, for none of these authors h'as :roposed
any reason why this triangulation is good for the representation cf surfaces.



Although some hlgorinms have purnorted to efi y solve -:e .nimum
weigh- triangulation problem, ir. nas been demonstrazed that none of the
proposed algorithms actually produce minimum total edge length (Mark and
others, 1T76). Because the oaly algorit.m knwr -o -ork is the total
enumeration of the triang-lations and because there is no good argument
for -he "optimality" of the minimum weight triangulation, we have abandoned
the minimum weight criterion as a viable alternative.

One of the methods which was thought by some authors to be a min.mum weigh.
triangulation is known as the "Thiessen', "Voronoi", or proxima.l pclygon
method (Peucker, lT73). As in the minimum weight method, the "Thie~sen"
technique considers only the x-y coordinates of the sample points. This
method constructs the graph of hiessen (or Voronoi or proximm.) polygcns
so that all points within a polygon centered on a data point are closer
.o :hat moint than to any other data point. These polygons uniquely tile
the plane and are of special importance in the field of spatial analysis.
The dual of the graph of proxi=al polygons is proven to be a triangulation,
except for "degenerate" cases which can be removed by arbitrary infinite-
simal perturbations. Because of the regularity of the proximal polygons,
the corresponding triangulation is also very regular.

In addition to producing regular triangles, the Thiessen method is -ompu-
tationally attractive. T-h.e "Proximal Polygon" criterion is a completely
local test. It is geometrically equivalent to tests as to whether a given
point is within a specified circle and to the test of whether or not the
sum of the opposite angles of a convex quadrilateral is greater or less
than 180 degrees. Such computational simplicity means that the Thiessen
Triangulation can be done extremely efficiently. We (Brassel and Fowler,
in prep.) have developed a program whose running time increases -with N to
the three halves power, where N is the number of data points. Shamos
(1W): has recently demonstrated an algori-thm which can -riangulate in
order of N log() -ime and which can Join pre-tringu'lated regions in time
prcportional to the number of points on the comon boundary. Also, the
Messersc!midt -dakow-B3ohm corucoration in West- ermany has a production
digital terrain model system based upon a Tniessen triangulation of arbi-
-.ra--y data points (3auhuber et al, 1975).

There ha-e been other digital terrain systems and contouring programs -hih
apply naive trian gulations (RCON, E'E$; Brunier. l-72. The triangiatio .

algorithms used in these systems, however, do not seem to be as we2. cn-
ceived or as well behaved as the Thiessen method.

The Thiessen triangulation seems to be the best of those algorithms which
use only the coordinates of the data points. When there is additional
information available, either in the form of a linguuistic description of
the surface, e.g. that a certain line of points define a "stream" or
"shoreline," or in the form of redundant informaticn which is not to be
included into the triangulation, then other techniques, amng them semi-
automatic ones, may better serve the purpose.
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3.3: Semi-Automated Tecniaues

Semi-automated methods of inia~icn are :hose mes ze
manual feedback into the triangulation process. :n most cases nis Means
-.he manual identification of features and pseudo-features on the surface.

Our currently preferred technique for trianigulation is just such a semi-
automated method. in the manual digitization phase the features of interest
are tagged as they are digitized. The points are then passed to a Thiessen
triangulation routine a.d wre triangulated "4.thout regard for the features.
The resulting triangulation is then edited to restore the desired features.
The reason for splitting the feature restoration from the triangulation is
that the triangulation without :ons-raLns is so we-! behaved. Methods
for including the features in the triangulation are being- investigated.

This family of technitques can use mechanized sources of data acquisition,
particularly along the lines of photogrametric Instrumentazion. Rather
than track along contour lines, the operator of a stereo plotter car,
create a linguistic description of the surface. He car. track along ridge
lines, channel lines, breaks of slope and can then fill in intermedia.-y
point s.

A related technique to the digitization of high information content features
which should be preserved under a triangulation operation is the digiti-zatio
of relatively low-i=ormation content pseudo- features which should also
be preserved. An extreme variation on this technique is the dIgitzat ion
of contours and subsequent triangulation (Keppel, 1975). Because contcur
lines have the property that they bisect the plane into inside and outside
regions, the resulting triangulation routine can be extremely fast. -n-
fortunately, because contour lines are not a -'ery ef~ii . method z:
surface representation, the resulting triangulation is similarly ineffi-42 en-

This techn ique appears to be more suited to in-er-tolation when one &lready
has contours.

,.4: Second -;eneration Au-omated atria-iul on echniue s

Hybrid techniues of' trianguat:ion obtain absolute oerforma.ce ompars-ble
with the manual techniques. Th.at is, they produce gccd fidelity retrod%:c-
_icns of the surface !ad are therefore superior to -ne naive tech-.iques of

au-tomated trianugulat ion. They do. however, need the presence of a human
operator. This need for manual labor may eventually handicap the hybrid
techniques on large-scale Production apllcaticns, and some sort of auto-
mated triangulation should be used in those cases. 1f we use the naive
techniques, then we will probably have to sacrifi:e some of the data com-
pression effi:iency of TI's by including redundant data points in-o he
triangulation to better define features of interest. There is therefore
a need for -he ievelopment of automated trganulation methods whi:h recognize
nd .:reserve the surface-specific lines. The first step, the recogni'-in.

is lescribed in the folloving -ha&ter.
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4, HIGHER-LEVEL DATA STRUCTURES AND TOPOLOGICAL

CONS rDERAT IONS
4',1: The Ridge and Tha-el tc.e ............... pag e]

2: xt act n -the Rid.ges and Chaznels from a
Re',a~r Cr.d . . .. . . .......... * . ..........* .* * 2

4.3: Greysukh's Method for Zbiaracterizing Surface
Ge e ..... o . o ........... ... . .. . . ............. * *

Abstract to Charter 4

A "second" &zt structure is dve Zoved so-to-srek "on top" of rhe
r iangZated iz.er etwork. .nis is done Because the T1 Lone

does rot provide ecsy .cceess to a dlata Base - a probl.' if the base
.a Z-a'ge.

nte secord structur'e, !asicaZZy a ridge -and-channe Zstr'ucture,
represen;a the s'arface in its gene:.-,. featuzes, and serves s a
kind of directory into the surface. It is discussed in -his Jc-ser 4
together 'ith methods for the e--traction of the aurfaoe features
(ridges, emels; peaks, p*ts, passes; sopes, recks, -3ts)
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4, : HIGHER-LEVEL DATA STRUCTURES AND TOPOLOGICAL

CONSIDERATIONS
Although the simple T!N data structure described above seems to be
efficient in :erms of storage capacity and other considerations, it does
not provide easy access to the iata base, which can be very large. '.It is
for this reason that we are developing the "second" dana structure bch
to represent the general structure of -he surface and to serve as a direc-
tory into the surface (see .falz, ). 'Me first s:e in the c-reat-ion
of this second data structure is to find the ridges, zhannels and breaks
of slope; i.e., the "surface-specific" lines.

4.1: The Ridge and Channel Structure

Peaks, pi-s and passes form the major portion of the set of surface
specific points. Peaks are points that are relative a.xima, i.e., higher
:han all surrounding neighbors. .Pits, likewise, are relative minima.
Between any two adjoining peaks we can draw a line on the surface that
connects the two peaks, following the path at the highest altitude. This
is a ridge. Similarly, channels connect adjoining pits along paths of
lowest altitude. Passes are points at the junction of ridge and channel
lines. These ridges and channels connect the peaks and pits into a network.
Warntz (1966) has described these networks, finding that each pass has
exactly two ridges (and two channels) emanating from it. In his interpre-
tation, the ridges bound watersheds, and the channels bound hills. However,
for the purposes of topographi generalization, one cannot deterine :he
oath .f these ines from the digital terrain model alone. Warntzs suLr-
face specific lines can cross areas of little or no rel-ef. Cn the -her
hand, -we cai determine the lines of topographic significance which -ill
characterize the surface. These may not filly connect intc a netwcrk bu-
give instead a graph structure that forms the "backbone" of the surface.

This graph of maxima and minima characterizes the variation of the s"rface
in a highly generalized mwner. The resultina information serves as a
skeleton of ital points for use in automatic triangulation or semi-automated
methods, as described in section 3.2. and is useful in a:vli:aticas such as
in hil!-shading (Brassel, 1c74), contouring, and as a general dire-tcry
into the surface.

T~ria.n.lated :rreg'-2ar Network



._: -ractiag the Ridges ard ha .e:s froma 7 ,e.-

:o create a -: from a gridded =4, it is /i:al to -e :ain the pon-:s &Zcng
,his graph among the points and liaes ex=racted t fort h :e -r.rai.lar
f acets. Because of the prevalence of the regular gridded Y.-, we tave
designed & method to extract these surface-specific features au-omatically
from the grids. The technique marks al those points in -he grid which
are possible ridge (channel) points. Then using pattern recognition
techniques, the marked points are liUnked :ogether to form the ridge and
channel graph, and the peaks, :.its and passes are recognized as "he zonnec-
tion points in the graph.

Peucker and Douglas (1975) outlined automatic methods extracting ridge and
channel information. One of their two a.proaches has its origi- in the

work of :reysukh (19E6), see for this section 4.3, below. in their other
method, they process the grid using the observation that the points on a
ridge (channel) are never reached as the lowest (highest) neighbor of
points in the DTM. Since this method is "local," i.e., only the three
neighbors to the right of and below (south of) each point are examined,
this process is relatively cheap. We have extended this technique -o
search the grid and extract the total network.

To explain this method, ve shall concentrate, in the following, on the
extraction of the ridges. Basically, the same methods are applied for the
channels but then the calculation proceeds upwards instead of downwards,
and vice versa. Initially every point and its three neighbors to -he right
and below are examined. The point among them at the steepest slope downward
is marked. When scanning is completed, all points that are not marked are
ridge candidates. Then a separate procedure is invoked to connect these
points into ridges and discover the connections 9=onz them.

Although ridges are lines at maximum height from 'pe!ak to pass and then to
arother peak, the technique we use starts at passes a..d climbs to a seak.
(Starti 4 at a peak and traversing the unmarked points a: maximum '-eiht
causes the line to circle the peak). All unmarked points are examined in
order to find one which is lower than any unmarked points among its eight
neighbors and not already assigned to a ridge. This is marked as a pass.
From his point -we search to find its highest unmarked neighbor, =ontinuing

until we find a point higher than all its unmarked neighbors, a peak, cr
a point already in a ridge. In the latter case, the ridge being constructed
is connected to the existing ridge, and the two ridges are merged if the
new ridge connects at the start of the existing ridge.

DTM: Digital Terrain 'odel
TM: :riangular irreg-llar Network
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?roceedL.ag in 7nis manner, e'ery ar_-.rked point is ezuay nded to a
ridge line and the peaks and passes are discovered. Short ridges :cr-nec-i.:g
to a o rdge are removed sinne .he markinz .rcess :eares s :laud of
points about :ce ict-ul ridges. As indicated abcie, -- e .' Mels are fcund
in a s ilamr marner. 7hen the .asses found in eacn sub-network are tested
and Joined if they are the same or a neighboring point. in this fashion
the mamorit.y of -he lines are interconnected.

Figure 5 shows a zontour map (map br routine =F.-NT) of the Canoe Ri.er
..alley, a mountainous region in British CoEb. T.e surface Brs modeled
by a TIN. For testing of -he ridge finding alicritm a 36 by 36 regular
grid -as manually digitized from the sourme contour map. -he same map from
which the T'I -as digi:ized. The ridge graph ieri'ved from this grid is
shown in figure 6; the passes are syjmbclized by circles and the .eaks by
x'3. Figure 7 shows the channel graph for the area, e; ere x's denote pits.
Figure 8 shows the ridge and zhannel network, -with peaks as x's, pits as
circles, and passes as paired triangles.

4.3: Oreysuk.h's Method for :haracterizing Surface Zeometr

.Another method for characterizing surface geometry at a point is to examine
the configuration of the terrain &round that point; 3reysukh. (l 6) described
a method for achieving this. Briefly, the heights of the land surface at
its intersections with a vertical cy-nder centered at the point are graphed
against the angle from an (arbitrary) origin. This forms the "characteristic

curvte of the landform. Figure shows the contours associated -o.th several
la.ndforms and the characteristic curves derived from them. The configuration
of the characteristic, particularly the number of extrema and their positions
re.at-r-e to the height of the central point, differs .rith varying surface
geometry, and can be used to describe the geomorphometry of -he -=d :entered
at the point in question. There are theoretically an infinite number of
distinct characteristics, but those -ith more than e.x-rema are e-3remey
ur.likely to occur, provided the radius off the cylinder is not too large.
Tis still leaves three possible curves with one maximum, -dth :wc, and

elth three oancima. Cf al of these, 3reysukh considered o.ily "of the
simpler ones anid none of the c more complex ones. This 'atter oroup -. =inz
such o-only-occurirg forms as channel (ravine, course) Jtu-nctions and
ridge (cape. diide) .cutionsi.. n the or_1y work -we k:-ow of "ihi:h has
applied 3reysu.kh's ideas to surface fea:ure rcin::c" ?eucker and cu;Las.
1:Y75), consideration wdas restricted to &reysukh's orignal2. six :ur,'es =.us
three others (representing flat, and concave and convex breaks cf sloe'.
in spite of the fact that they do not have t-vologi.ally-disninct c*haracter-
istic curses, these la.ndforms are important surface features.

:.:: Triazzilated Irreg.aLar Network
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reysukh z -.c recognized a. imor-ant :roblem in :he pi-'-ion
of h:is -et.od -o -.errain represented by noin s whnn sre not sur:ace-s.ecific
(for example, oin s of reular .... J f ":he '...der" oeras a r e
)r _.hanne. bein centered o. is axis, a misleading ceris' -nay result which reysukh called "distorted." -is effect is rcab~y o e

of the reasons why ?eucker a.d Dcuglas's grid-based approach "was lsrgely
not sazisz' .- t $197, p 383)

A subroutine (-RIY-E) has been writen to classify a noint into the
appropriate one of the '6 -reysukh-,,jTye codes, -he 3 additions of Peucker
and Douglas, or 5 other classes for more complex joints. "'hen rRYSK-i was
applied -o regular grids, problems similar to Peucker and Douglas's arose.
In a "mronerly-tria.gulated' . based on surface-specific poin-ts, however,
distortion should not occur, and the chaxacteris-izs should faithfiuly
reflec -t surface geometry. (Indeed, we have found YSKH to be useful in
tesi-n-g triang u-ations, since distorted characteristics due to incorrect
triangulation can usually be readily detected by v-isual zomparison with
the contours).

Briefly, then, if surface features are adequately represented in a :.TM,
3reysulch's method will be useful for identifying them for further processing.
If the ooints do not correctly represent The features (and this wil
generally be the case for surface-rawdom points, including regular grids),
3reystikh's method will be of little use in surface feature recognition.

7ItN Triangulated -rregu&r letwork
:7A : Digital Terrain Model
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51 APPLCATION1S OF THE TRIANGULATED
IRREGULAR NETWORK
5.1. Coordinate :6dependence and Generx-sazed

Tracking ...................... $ ........ . 6age

5.2: Data Display oioutizes ........................ 2

.13: 'lasses of Applications ........................

Abt-ract -o Chcter a

in this a 5ter 5, olicatironf the tc-tal Georaphic Data Stru4cture
rODS1 and/or of its p'arts, the z lquZated rreguLr ,Vetwrk (z=7)
and the .Hicher leveZ Data Struct res are discussed. Under "=Zicatio.i
is understood on opplicotion for generaZ purposes of diqitaZ modeling
(inudi'rq -traction, caZculati n t=sks, dispay, etc.) of ;hree-
dimensionaZ -"urfaces,

!"he authors do nt deal with cnu detailed description of problens in
public Zife, civilian or mwhiitc, h can best 5e a-Creached bu
digial nethods of this kind; onZy some hints are given in rhis recard.
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5, APPLICATIONS OF THE TRIANGULATED IRREGULAR NETWORK
Because the relative number of elements (points and regions) 's low,
and the topological connectlons among them are easily accessible, many
of the routine tasks of a digital terrain model can be performed
efficiently on a T=?. At present several component modules for a surface
modeling system have been developed. Contouring and rapid creation of
profiles are completed, and several others described below are now being
implemented. ?undsmental to many of these applications is the process
of tracking, following a path described by a set of parameters on the
coordinate axes.

5.1: Coordinate independence and Generalized Tracking

The class of tracking processes is one of the most comon operations
performed on digital terrain models and in other computer graphic systems
for representing 3 dimensional surfaces. Scanning along the rows, columns,
or either set of diagonals in a regular grid shows up as a subproblem of
the production of block diagrams (SYMVU, ASPE(, "IEWBLOK), terrain shading,
and video display. Because of the coordinate dependence of the regular
grid, these four directions are usually the only ones for which most systems
can produce scans cheaply. The coordinate independence of the TIN allows
one to produce scans in any arbitrary direction. 1t is that coordinate
independence which allows general three-dimensional computer graphics
systems with data structures based upon planar facet polyhedra (of vhich
the T3N is a special case) to routinely perform rapid scan conversion
for the video display of the object being modeled. Using methods borrowed
from such systems, a scan line converter (Appendix 7) has been implemented
to construct parallel relief lines for block diagrams, profiling and
conversion of TIN's to regular gridded format.

:z a coordinate-dependent system, the production of contours is a dis-
tinctly different process from the production of scans. :n a ccordinate-
Independent system, contouring and scanning are Just special instances of
a more general tracking process,

The problem of the general tracking zrocess can be stated as follows. Given
a metric space (e.g. the model space) and some parameterized f.mctlon,
produce the set of intersections of the model with the functicn for a set
of discrete values of the parameter. For instance, if the function is
X - k - S = 0, k = the integers, then the generalized scanning process will
produce a set of scans parallel to the x axis at spacing S. Similarly,
if the function is Z - k )e S = 0 then the result will be the set of eleva-
tion contours of the model. As is usual with special cases, optimized
programs have been written within the TIN system to produce rectilinear

IT:rangi.aed Irregular .....
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scans and contour maps, Because of the coor ate independence, it is
possible to perform transformations into coordinate systems in which a
special scannin problem bec~es equivalent to one of these optimized
special cases. An exa.le is the production of 360 degree horizon
profiles by transforming into a s.herical coordinate system centered
on the observer, Other problems, however, such as the simulation of an
aircrs.t borne scanning device prcducing a set of parabolic profiles
along the track of the aircrsft are not so amenable to that process and
requlre the Production of a specialized tracking system. "We have written
such a generallzed tracking progra= for the T:N.

5.2: Data Dis.olay Routines

A contouring program, has been developed using the tracking
methods facilltated by the T13's structure. This routine was utilized
to produce the diagrams shown in Figures h and 5. Its capabilities
include rotation of the map coordinates, independent scasing along the
x and y axes, darkening of the index contours, and labeling of specific
map features. Currently, the possibility of smoothing the contours by
using higher order tnterpolatton methods on the surface is under investi-
gation Csee sect±on 5.3 CeJ), as is the potential of labeling the
contours, Research on the structure of surfaces which we have done, has
led to an automatic method of determining the nesting of contours from
the ridge and channel network. This information can speed the construc-
tion of contour maps by eliminating both the need to search for sta--ting
points along contours and the need to check each element as to whether or
not it has been crossed already. In its present state, T.!MNT produces
maps rapidly by taking advantage of the explicit topology of the TIN
to minimize the amcunt of searching performed. Because -he surface
represented by the TIN has much less elements than a regular grid of the
same precision, T IqONT also is much faster in comariscn to a grid based
contouring program. The three-dimensicnal block diagrams of TW's in
this report were produced by using :rofiles extracted by the scan line
converter (see Appendix IV) and then plotted by the program ASPMC
(Laboratoryr for Compu-ter ra-h.:s, a.rd niversi:y, :97E), A three-
dimensional representation program which uses the triangular facets to
depict the surface is now in the implementation stage (see section 5.3
(d) .

5.3: Classes of Anlications

Beyond the present use in data display, the GDS has considerable a.plica-
bility to various problems involving azalysis of three-dimensional data.
The problems, as we see them, fall into several classesi

a) Reyresentation of _L-reral Surfaces on the Same Sam-le Poiznts, The
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relative storage efficiency of the T- increases if several z-values are
stored at each roint. When two sets of z-values are used in a regu:2s--
grid system, the required storage doubles. in the MS, the storage-
space increase is only .0 per cent for the first additional set of values
and the relative amount of increase declines as more values are added at
each sample point. Thus, the data structure is advantageous for handling
stratigrphic data, as obtained from vell-logs, and oceanographic data
gathered at different depths, such as water temperature, salinity readings
or measures of turbid~ty. Much york on such subsurface data has, to
date, interpolated fr= i-regular points to regular grids; the GDS can
handle such data directly.

b) Generalization and Analsis of Toograohy, Surface data in the form
of a T= can be processed in a simple manner to extract the ridge and
channel netvork (see section 4.1) much more easily than data from regular
grids because the surface definition is unambiguous. The resulting
information is useful in analytic hil-shading (Brassel, 1974) and water-
shed analysis for basin hydrology. Current research is directed toward
utilizing the surface network in generalization of surface data, as in
change of scale for cartographic applications.

c) Mathematical Manimlations of the Surface. Civil engineering appli-
cations involving volumetric calculation, such as cut and fill, benefit
from the reduction of the number of data elements processed when using
the GDS. Im determining the profile along a roadbed, or finding cross-
sections along a given track, both the relatively mall number of data
items in the GDS and the lack of directional bias in the T=! promote
efficient processing.

d) Three-dimensional R epresentation. 'adiation Innut and Visibilitz. The
techniques developed in :emputer graphics (Newman and Sproull, 197) for
depicting objects constructed of planar facets are applicable also to
surfaces represented by Tl1's. In particular, the problem of drawing the
surface as seen from a given viewing point is susceptible to solution by
such techniques. In al methods for producing a three-dimensional irawing
with hidden lines removed, the crucial step is handling the objects in a
certain order, those elements closest to the viewer first. Because the
triangular facets of the TIN are contiguous and non-overlapping, a simple
sorting of the nodes in the dataset suffices to produce the proper order
for processing. The decision as to whether a given edge is visible is
then straightforward, involving only a test of that edge against the upper
edge of the region already hidden, termed the horizon. The process finds
the outlines of both the visible and invisible regions. Lineal features,
such as roads and railways, and areal features, such as land-use types,
can be easily constructed, by intersecting the plan layout of the visible
regions with the layouts of the features. The sections of the lineal and

GDS Geographic Data Structure, consisting of the Triangulated -.rregular
Xetvork plus the Higher Level Structures

" ",,. :Uri.iated :rre--~ar :,;etwork
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areal features vithin can be dravn with no further testing.

'By transforming the coordinates of the elements of :he GDS to -he
appropriate polr coordinates, the same technique can be utilized -o find
the regions of the srface visible from a given point. Besides the
possibility of fast productlon of radar maps, this procedure finds use in
the areas of the proper location of fire lookout towers and the situation
of facilities which are eyesores, such as 'ow"rl:ne towers. The &ppica-
tlon module to produce representations of the surface is now being
iplemented, and its extension to visibility is soon to be done. This
method also y-elds 'skyline" information, for determining radiation input,
which bears directly on problems of glacial melt and basin hydrology.
Young C19737 describes a set of routines to produce these data from a
regular grid. We believe the method described above can obtain these data
more efficiently from the T17.

e) Modeling of Dynamic Behavior on Surfaces. The Triangular :rreguLar
Net-jwrk, or as it is scmetimes called, the Irregular Triangle Grid
(Dahlquist and Bjoerck, 197, p. 322), has been successfully used in the
field of continuum mechanics. Finite element methods for the solution of
differential equations are often formulated using triangulated net-arks
of Irregularly s;aced points very similar to the T2, In some applica-
tions it may be advantageous for us to incorporate the higher crder inter-
polation techniques used in finite element methods. In the modeling of
systems with 9. dynamic component, such as coastal regions, the compati-
bility of the T7 with the finite element formulation of the dynamic
problem allows this very powerful and efficient -echnique to be employed.
Among the areas in which these formu-aticns -ro'ud be very advantageous
in oceanography and modeling of coastal regions, are prediction of tides,
changes in salinity, turbidity or algal concentration, and representation
of the behavior of cotin=uous variates on the surface.

.3eo:g.ania~e I~ .~--,rregula "e. -k
L eograzhi-c :a-.a Src e o~ :~ - ~r:dr- -ca



6. FUTURE RESEARCH

Abstract to C'nater 6

Zn this document, tasks which zre now being i epennted, =e
mentioned several times. Work in the near ftsture wi:, of
course, concentrate on these. Thx n=t step is intended to
32.ng the OS ctoser to ac= tasks in the coasa eniron-ment if suitable bases for such tasks can "e found. It is

assumed that as a result of further discussions - in
paticu l some based on the content of chapter 5 - further
deelopment towards specific applications will be required.

i4



6. FUTU.RE RESEARCH

In cur future research, our 'first priority will be to complete zhose
aspects of the work outlined above which are not yet fully refined.
This will include methods for automatically extracting T I's from more
conventional" data sets such as regular grids. The new thrast of our

work 'will be to combine this three-dimensional structure -with a planar
polygon overlay system in order to produce a comprehensi;e Coastal Modeling
System for modeling and monitoring various characteristics of near-shore
areas. Our aproach is to assume that a geographic in formation system
for polygonal data exists and can be acquired relatively easily. By
nakinz this tack we can concentrate on constructing those components of
the integrated system which involve the TIN, and the TIN's relationship
with polygonal systems. Others have in the past and will in the future
concern themselves with the polygon data bases, for exa~le the Urban
Geometric Heurisitic, UGH, (Schumacher, 1972), the Natural Resource
Inventory System, NRIS (Raytheon Company, 1973), ?OLTRT (Chrisman and
Little, 1974), and regional land used systems from the Australian organi-
zation CS:RO (Cook, 1975). Common to all of the polygon based analyses
is a topologically oriented method of data storage which stores the
boundaries of the regions. We have chosen to use the POLYTURT structure
as a -working model of the data structure for polygons since it can be
converted to many of the others. T he interface between the TN and polygon
sr actures consists of several modules to create polygons from 'the TIN
(contouring), aggregate triangular facets to form polygons (clustering of
faces of similar slope azimuth), and produce the intersection of a polygon
network with the =-. This list is by no means exhaustive, for there are
as many interfaces as there are subsystems in each model. The modules
described in section 5.3 form a core of routines for development of the
-eographic Data Structure to a full-blown coastal modeling system. We feel
,hat the development of an integrated geographic information system based
on the concepts of the TI and a topologically structured polygonal system
will offer many practical and theoretical advantages unavailable from
present systems.

... : ian ated rreguL.ar Netwcrk
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SUe-? CIRAr1S



: Comuter Programs and Subtrograms,

Note: A!- programs are written in FL I, except vhere indicated.

DATA STRUCTURE vR-4-rT!-S

ALNFLG - Allocates and initializes the facility for flagging directed
edges in the triangulated netvrk.

RSFLG - Reset the neighbor flag vector.

- Set a given edge 'Lg to a given value.

TSTFG - Test an edge flag.

COORDS - Returns the x, y, and z coordinates of a node in the network.

CONEXT - Finds the next clockwise neighbor of a given node relative to
a specified direction.

YMX - Finds the next clockwise neighbor of a given node relative to
another neighbor of that node.

LAST - Returns the next counterclockwise neighbor of a given node relative
to another neighbor of that node.

SETUP - Initializes the data base facilities.

LSE"tJ - Initializes the data base facilities and produces a structured
listing of the netvcrk.

DATA BASF MAINTMNCE ROUTM-S

BUTE - the brute force batch editor.

IMFIX - Completes the border of a triangulated met and creates a
data base file containing that netvork.

GRAPH - Converts the data base to a format readable by FORTRAN programs.

T.R B - Produces a TlN from a set of triangles. FORTRAN.

SLZZ - Reads a triangulated met from a card file and initializes an

internal representation of that met.
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TRZA ?rducs atrirgil aion of irr guarlzr sa led points b
successivel.y adding points to the triangulation.

=SN- ?roduces a triangu..ation us' ng the Thiessen criterton.

DI:SPAY ANDM AZTALYSTS PROGRA1S

TZM - Produces contou~r maps.

:SOPLOT - ?--oduces iscline mans of arbitrary functions of the coordinates
of the modes.

'-'OWA - Produces block dlagr~s directly fro= the triangulated net.

7I - ?lots the trigrulated net.

-Displays the TIN tbree-diensiors.Ily as triangular facets,
removing hidden lines.

SHADE - Dericts the relief on the T=N using shading in the Sviss marnner.
The input consists of the TIN, the normals, and the second daza
structure.

SCAMOM - Finds the intersections of a set of ;arallel lines vit'h the 721.
!Thes intersections can be pa ssed to GRIDZE.

G DR- Takes as input a list of irregularly spaced values along a line
=nd linearly in-terpolates regu:larly spaced values, used wit.-

the SCA.fl.

RIC - Calculates the root mean square erro-r between gwo gridded !ata
sets, uastng thei= point by point lifferecce.

BDR- S'et of 7P,1RIM routines which ridrcalculate the sf
tv~ lines.

I-RINORM - Calculates the normals to all -he triangles In the TIN, :ut=-
vectors can be either normalized o= =nnormalized.

S LZPE - Calculates the maximu1m slopte for every triangl'e from the normal
vectors.

LUNG - :&:culates the i ngle betveen ad,~acent triangles %across
the area, using the normals as input.

z6
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V CMR - Determines at an edge whether slopes are divergent, convergent,
or neither.

GREY - Produces a list of slopes to neighboring points for each point
in the 7-.

RGE - Uses the methods described in section .l to extract the ridges
and channels from regularly gridded topographic data.

MIDGE - Uses the methods described in section -.I to extract the
ridges and oaunels for the TIN. Outut is the set of edges
for each of the ridges and channels.

CLSTPT - Finds the mode closest to a given point.

R.URTH - Produces a computationally cheap surrogate for the compass
bearing angle between tvo points,

AREA2 and AREA3 - Return the area of a triangle in space and the area
projected or the x, y-plane.

PSLICE - Finds the intersection of a line segment with an infinite line,
if such an intersection exists.

RTFT - Determines whether a point lies in the left or right halfplanes
defined by a given directed line segment.

ELRJNG - Sets the parameters (the EZler angles) for rotations in three
dimensions.

-_ ROT - Perform the Eu-ler rotation on a paint.

C - A much modified variation on the Quicksort algorithm.

TDM - Returns the processor time left in the current job step.
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A PP EN DI X III

COM~PARISON OF TRIANGULATED IRREGULAR NETWiORK'S AND

REGULAR GRIDS FOR ESTIMIATING GEONORPHOMETRIC PARAMETERS



APPDZC -: Comarison of T=t s and Grids for Estimating Geomor-
phometric Prmeters

"pi.-_s:. compa. iscn after Mark (1975), f,-r sis-nifi.ance of lesters see sect.1.2

Parameter

root-eman-square eorors:

15 x 15 grids 42, 0.053 0.015

T='Is 3.3 0.019 0.007

ratio 12.9:1 2.8:1 2.1:1

Cbracteristics of regular grids theoretically required* to produce the
the same prec±s±on as the TT's

d (metres) 39 179 23h

size i81xi8i 4Ox4O 31x31

nuber of points 32,761 1,600 961

Ratios to TTN's (114 points):

number of points 287:1 14:1 8.4:1

digitization time 55:1 2.7:1 1.6:1

storage space 29:1 1.4:1 0.9:1

* assuing a li.near relation betveen grid smacing and grid precision.
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A PP E N DIX IV

TRIANGULATED SCAN LINE COHERENCE



APM PfD= 77: Triangulated Scan Line Coherence

The power of the T= data scheme is evident in analysis of the structure
of terrain, especially where the proximity or connecTedness of features
is irportant. The triangular structure is also efficient for simple
tasks. For display, as for video, it is important to be able to produce
a set of parallel scans through the model as efficiently as possible.
These scans, each of which is a set of intersections with the edges of
the triangular facets, also can be interpolated to produce a regular
grid of points. Creating these scan lines is called scan conversion.
The efficiency of a scan converter is directly related to how efficiently
one can trace the path of a line through the TMEN.

For a large class of problems, one wants to be able .o determine which
triangles a given line intersects. The line may consist of a group of
connected segments, such as a roadway, or a straight line, as in scan
lines. The case for scan lines is simpler, since the line can be imagined
as infinite, so that simple evaluation of the equation of the line
determines intersection. Once it has been determined that the scan
intersects a side of a triangle then it is obvious that it must intersect
one of the other two sides or the point shared by both sides. Using
this observation a scheme has been devised to follow the path of a line
through the triangulated surface. This process, SEARCHNET, is des-
cribed more fully in the year one report (Peucker et al., 1973;
Cochrane, 19Th. This method is fast, checking less than twice as many
links as the number of links found to intersect.

The SLAPC= ET tracking process has itself been implemented by members of
the project for a scan converter; however, by using the property of scan
line coherence the process can be speeded up. Scan line coherence is the
property that "adjacent scan lines appear very similar" (Newman and
Sproull, 1973). In our context this means that if the distance between
scan lines is less than the average length of the links then it can be
expected that several links intersected by a scan line will also inter-
sect the next. Upon finding that a given link is intersected by a
scan line it is possible to predict how many further scans will inter-
cept that link. Watkins (1970) implemented a hidden-line algorithm
for video display using a scheme whereby each intersection of a line with
an edge is stored as an x, y, z value, together with the increment in
x, y, z by which it is expected to change by the next line, and the
mber of scans that the link will further intersect. The scheme for
scanning the triangular irregular grid is quite similar.

The links which intercept the first scan must be found by the SACE-.1
procedure. For each intersection a record is stored as follows:
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- the x, y, : coordinates of the intersection;
)MY, DrZ the increents in x, y, z which w.. be

added to tY to caculate the intersection
for the fol-los n.g scan l--e:

IMSC - the number of further scans which the link -w.-- -ross;
TAMJ - the node at the far end of the lin.k.

These are stored in a singly linked list. On succeeding lines, the list
of intersections is examined and NTMSC for each link is tested. -f it is
greater than or equal to i then DELX, DELY, D.Z are added to -he )r!Z
values and these new values replace X Z. IMSC is then de.'remented by
1. The values for =- are then placed in the list of intersections for
that scan.

If UJMSC is less than I then = for that entry is added to a list of
failed links and the entry removed from the intersection list. Foloving
the discovery of a failed link other links for which NTJMSC is less than I
are added to the fail list until a link which crosses the scan is found
or the scan exits from the model area. Then these nodes are used by the
SEA3CMT1' procedure to find links emanating from them which cross the
scan. SEARC, .w-ill start at the last link which crossed the present
line and find links crossing until it either encounters the edge of the
area or a link already found. These intersections are added to the scan
list and to the list of future intersections. If the edge of the model
was not encountered then processing continues on the link list. The
method thus rerairs the intersection list on the go as gaps appear when
a scan line passes beyond a link. The method combines a fast searching
technique with a bookkeeping technique that eliminates rediscovering
information which can easily be predicted.

The speed of the algorithm is unaffected by the direction of the scans
relative to the coordinate axes of the T1N, since there is no implied
directionality. A link once crossed need never be searched for again.
In a TI of N points there are 3(N-1)-B edges, where B is the number :f
zoints on the boundary of the model. Let E be 3(N-)-B. Letting . be
the cost of discovering a crossing edge, then the cost for all the links
is R y E. Let L be the average length of the links in the TIN. The
e-xpected length of the links zrojected perpendicular to the scan lines
is: PDL/4. If the distance between scans is M then the expected
number of times a link will be crossed is ?!X'L/(XM) : T. We can now
write the total cost for the scan conversion, letting CO stand for
startup cost and ' be the cost per intersectiont

Cost = C + 1VEWT

or

Cost :0 +O R * )E?:L/4



V. t

For a zazOicular Tl' where the length of the iiks in the direction
pe-peadicul-ar tc scannng is :, M :an be ecressed as a f-cmction of the
z=ber of scans X:

M = D/

So cost can be r-vtiten:

Cost = CO + RXM IYZ (E(PT.),X/(hwD)

Thus cost per scan line decreases linearly with the number of scans.
Some test results follow:

Time to Pr-oduce X Scans in Seconds

x

36 71 i41 281 561
Points

31 ,07 - .145 .25 .45

85 .19 .26 .35 .52 .83

279 .53 .64 .82 1.00 1.43

c .. eer"ces-. q..izs appendix see ;.e genera Ii- : cf references
on page 47 50)
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